
DURST AUTCUTTER 62 XY
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION...OUR BEST SELLING FEATURE

“Next to the Durst Lambda, our Durst Autocutter 62 XY is the best piece of equipment we have in our lab.
We now can handle significantly more production - a job that used to take us more than six hours (including
printing), now takes just over one hour.  Because of the precise cuts the Autocutter XY provides, Trucolor
can guarantee each print is exactly the same size, a luxury we didn’t have with cuts done by hand or with
other automated machines...We would be dead without our Durst Autocutter XY 62.”

▲ Bob Goldblatt, Trucolor, Hackensack, NJ

“With our Durst Autocutter 62 XY, we are able to bid on large volume retail jobs that we weren’t able
to be competitive on before.  With the Autocutter XY, we have been able to speed up the finishing
process, cut time and cost, and eliminate extra overhead costs.”

▲ Scott Hart, P+R Group, Chicago, IL

“It has meant a tremendous boom to our business as far as productivity goes.  Before our DURST
AUTOCUTTER 62 XY, we would spend hours and hours with a razor knife cutting images - now we feed the
roll into the Autocutter, punch a button, and come back a few minutes later and the job is complete.  It has
been a great asset in our finishing department, and in turn, our complete business.”

▲ John C. Rhodes, Colorchrome Atlanta Inc., Atlanta, GA

“We get efficient, consistent cuts that were difficult to obtain in the past either by hand or with other
automated machines. With the Durst Autocutter 62 XY, large quantity jobs - 1200 8x10’s can be done
in a short time with no attendee present.  The Autocutter eliminates steps in our finishing process and
allows Risser to handle all steps of production in-house.”

▲ John Risser, Risser Imaging, Milwaukee, WI

“When it comes to quantity work, the Durst Autocutter 62 XY tremendously cuts down the labor and time
required to get a job done.  We would be in trouble without it.  It’s the greatest thing since sliced bread.”

▲ Brian McQuinn, Color Edge, New York, NY

“We’re delighted with the machine and we continue to meet customer deadlines and provide accurate,
consistent cuts job after job.  With the Durst Autocutter 62 XY, Gamma Photobition has been able to
save thousands in overtime costs with the Autocutter XY doing the cutting job of a number of technicians
in a fraction of the time.  We don’t know where we’d be without it.”

▲ Ray Pryor, Gamma Photobition, Chicago, IL



DURST AUTCUTTER 62 XY
FULLY AUTOMATED CUTTER

DDA - Durst • Dice America - Manufacturers, marketers, and service providers of the world’s
leading equipment for recording digital images on photographic films, papers, and other media.
For additional information on the Autocutter 62 XY, or any other products/services that DDA
provides, call 914-351-2677, or visit www.durstdice.com

The Autocutter 62 XY, a stand-alone device from Durst features fully automated cutting and
trimming of prints and print combinations generated with the Durst Epsilon 30, Lambda 76
Plus,  Lambda 130, Lambda 131, and Pi 50 imagers.

The Durst Autocutter 62 XY drastically increases productivity of large print runs, especially
when doing smaller sizes.  The Autocutter 62 XY will make the Durst Epsilon and Lambda an
even more important and profitable production tool for your lab.

KEY FEATURES

▲ Automatically Cuts any combination of
print sizes and quantities in both X and Y
directions (up to 5 prints side by side)

▲ Automatically recognizes barcode infor-
mation (patent Pending)  exposed by the
Durst Lambda for fully automated, unat-
tended operation

▲ Cuts all current photographic media
(paper, backlit films, polyester base, etc.),
as well as selected media of other output
devices (i.e. inkjet)

▲ Automatically separates the waste from
the prints and collects in a removable bag

▲ Self-sharpening rotary steel cutting blades ensure long life

Sales

16 Sterling Lake Rd.
Tuxedo, NY 10987
ph. 914-351-2677
fax. 914-351-2669

Service

100 Kings Highway, suite 1400
Rochester, NY 14617

ph. 716-544-8910
fax. 716-544-9368


